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**Practice Requirements:**

Anyone can participate in this practice. However, in order to bless the incense, one needs to generate as a deity, such as Vajra Vidarana.

---

**Technical Note**

Italics and a small font size indicate instructions and comments found in the Tibetan text and are not for recitation. Words in square brackets have been added by the translator for clarification. For example:

*This is how to correctly follow the virtuous friend, [the root of the path to full enlightenment].*
Introduction

The most auspicious and common time to perform incense offerings such as this is early morning. Although this incense offering lists a wide variety of substances to be burned, in most cases it will be difficult to acquire a large portion of them. One can use any type of incense, which should be burned together with as many of the substances mentioned in the text as possible, some of which are more easily available, such as the three whites and three sweets. One can also use incense that includes juniper, sandalwood, frankincense, and other fragrant substances listed in the ritual text. It is, however, possible to acquire a ready-made incense powder that includes all the necessary ingredients, prepared especially for this ritual by specialized Nyingma monasteries in India.

Although more rarely performed, the washing ritual presented on page 48 is recommended to be carried out in the afternoon or evening, together with the incense offering. In order to perform the washing ritual, the same offering substances used for the incense offering should be soaked in water, which is then filtered into a vase made of precious metals. A vase pill of twenty-five substances contains many of the required substances and can also be added. The vase water should then be consecrated with the vase blessing ritual of one of the deities mentioned in the text, such as Vajra Vidarana. Following this, the water can be sprinkled, using the wand of the vase, on the earth (in order to engage in the activity of washing contaminations from the environment) and offered to representations of the enlightened body, speech, and
mind (in order to engage in the activity of cleansing and offering a bath to the enlightened beings). While holding the divine pride of being the deity, water can also be sprinkled or poured onto the crowns of sick people (in order to engage in the activity of washing away disease), and finally, water can be sprinkled onto one’s possessions (to wash away contaminations to these objects and one’s wealth).
Incense Ritual by the Great Master Padmasambhava called The Divine Blue Water Clearing Away Contamination

Nölsang

PADMASAMBHAVA LA NAMO!

A long time ago, while the Great Master Padmakara was engaging in practice in Chimphu cave at Samye, King Trisong Detsen had been feeling unwell for a long time. Moreover, many signs of poor health appeared in that region, such as sick crops, frost and hail, epidemic diseases, famine, and so forth.

The ministers, having discussed the matter, summoned all the physicians, diviners, astrologers, and whoever [they] deemed necessary and checked the royal pulse. Thus, the physicians reported that the four channels that indicate illness were fine, but as the clouded channel was present, they thought it might be a case of pollution. Diviners made divinations and astrologers made astrological calculations, and they all agreed that the King’s illness was caused by contaminating pollution and that the gyälpo and local deities were disturbed because of that. The physicians, diviners, and astrologers ignored the actual causes and conditions of the contamination.

The King’s Queen, called Mang Za Tricham, gave birth to a son who was contaminated, so the Queen hid [the child] and entrusted it to her maid, saying: “It is of utmost importance to hide that child so that no one sees it!” The maid did as asked and buried it in
the ground, which turned out to be located at the navel of the landlord spirit. Consequently, all the landlord spirits and local deities were polluted by this impure contamination and they all became disturbed. As a result, the King and the whole region were ailing. The maid also ended up defiled by the contaminating obstruction. She got sick, and her head and limbs became crippled with arthritis. The physicians that were consulted did not find any common disease within the four humors and concluded that she was contaminated by pollution, but did not know what caused it. As they declared that there was no treatment for her sickness [other than curing the cause of the pollution], the maid then explained in detail how she hid Tricham’s son.

Word finally reached the King’s ears, and he summoned Tricham to inquire about the matter. But fearing for the maid’s life, she did not tell the truth. This upset the King so much that he wanted to punish Tricham, who escaped to seek refuge from Urgyen Rinpoche. Then Urgyen Rinpoche sent a blessing string and a letter to the King. The letter read: “Although it seems you are willing to punish Queen Tricham, I am a yogi who has realized the lack of true reality of appearances and existence. Since I know that the various appearances arise through interdependence, I can clear away not only this contaminated pollution, but even the pollution of the five poisonous delusions as well. There exist concise and easy methods to dispel those and achieve great purposes. As various substances and instruments are necessary, please gather all of them. O King, do not worry. Come to the peak of Hepo Hill in Samye with all your ministers and entourage tomorrow.”

The King was extremely pleased, collected all the substances and instruments, and left for the peak of Hepo Hill on the following day. The Great Master came there too and burned the incense substances in a huge and spacious pot, and the ritual was performed in the following manner:
The Actual Practice

Blessing the incense substances:

RAṂ YAṂ KHAṂ

SANG DźÄ NAM KYI MA DAG PÄI DRI MA BAG TSOG THAM CHĄ SEG TOR TRҮ TE TONG PAR JANG

May all the filth and impurities of the incense substances be burnt, scattered, washed away, and cleansed into emptiness.

OM SVABHĀVA ŚHUDDHĀḤ SARVA DHARMĀḤ SVABHĀVA ŚHUDDHO ‘ḤAM

TONG PÄI NGANG LÄ DHRUM LÄ RIN PO CHHEI NŌ YANG SHING GYA CHHE WÄÏ NANG DU

From the sphere of emptiness, [the letter] BHRUṂ [appears], from which a vast and spacious precious vessel appears.

OM AH HUM ZHU WA LÄ JUNG WÄÏ SANG DźÄ DÖ YŎN GYI NAM PA KHA DOG DRI RO NŨ CHŪ PHÜN SUM TSOG PA

In [this vessel, the letters] OM ĀḤ HŪṂ melt, and from this arises the incense substances. They are in the aspect of the objects of offering that please the senses, having color, odor, and the taste of excellent potential.

NAM KHA BAR NANG SA ZHI THAM CHĄ KHYAB PÄI DŨ TRIN SAM GYI MI KHYAB PA MI TSANG WÄÏ DRI MA NYE KYÕN THAM CHĄ JONG WAR JE PÄI YŎN TĀN KHYĀ PAR CHĀN DĀN PÄ YONG SU GANG WAR GYUR

The inconceivable smoky cloud endowed with a special capacity to dispel all impurities, defilements, and faults pervades the entire sky, space, and earth.
Recite this space treasure mantra above with mudra seven times, and to multiply, end with:

VAJRA SPHARANĀ KHAM

NAMO!

DAG GI SAM PĀI Tob DANG NI
   Invoking the power of my intention,

DE ZHIN SHEG PĀI JIN Tob DANG
   The power of the generosity of the Ones Thus Gone,

CHHÖ KYI YING KYI Tob NAM KYI
   And the power of sphere of reality,

SEM CHÂN NAM LA PHĀN DAG CHHIR
   May all the aims and all the wishes,

ĐÖN NAM GANG DAG SAM PA KŪN
   All of them, whatever they are,

DE DAG THAM CHĀ CHI RIG PA
   Be fulfilled without obstruction

THOG PA ME PAR JUNG GYUR CHIG
   For the sake of sentient beings!

KYE!

Sem chën kūn kyang ma rig thib pā nöl
   All sentient beings are contaminated by the darkness of ignorance.

Nyön mong dug ngā ye she lha nga nöl
   The five poisonous delusions contaminate the five wisdom-deities.

Go sum mi ge lū ngag yi sum nöl
   The nonvirtues of the three doors contaminate the body, speech, and mind.
Degeneration of ethical conduct contaminates the body dakinis.

Degenerated pledges contaminate the vajra masters.

Miserly offerings of feasts and ritual cakes contaminate the mother goddesses and the dakinis.

Offering the leftovers instead of the first portion contaminates Dharma protectors and guardians.

Accumulating with miserliness contaminates oath-bound protectors of the doctrine.

Confused affectionate love contaminates [vajra] brothers and sisters.

Disturbing hatred contaminates the peaceful deities.

Disturbing pride contaminates the increasing deities.

Disturbing attachment contaminates the empowering deities.

Disturbing jealousy contaminates the wrathful deities.

Disturbing ignorance contaminates the clarifying deities.
Kar mar thab zhob yül lha nyān po nöl
The bad smoke from the smell of burnt white and red substances contaminates the local deities.

Thab khön thrug pā je lha nyān po nöl
Fighting and quarreling contaminates the traveling deities.

Mi tsang thab kyi khyim lha nyān po nöl
An unclean hearth contaminates the household deities.

Mi tsang dri mā gōn kyab lha nam nöl
Impure smells contaminate the refuge deities,

Khye par mi tsang bū me bang me yi
And especially, birth pollution contaminates the deities, nagas,

Teng og bar sum lha lu nyān nam nöl
And spirits who reside on the surface of the earth, underground, or in space.

Phug lha go nor khyim lha khyim dag nöl
These also contaminate the innermost deities; the wealth deities; the household deities; and the landlord;

Lü ngag yi dang dra lha thrag lha nöl
The body, speech, and mind as well as the war deities and the shoulder deities.

Kye!
Pray listen!

Lü nöl lü kyi dang nyam lü tob Shor
Contamination of the body makes one’s complexion dull and weakens the body.

Go jing ro tö na zhing mig mi säl
It provokes unclear sight and pain in the head, neck, and trunk.

Ngag nöl kä gag kug ching ma mi de
Contamination of the speech makes one choke or stammer [when speaking] and mute.
CHHIL NAB MANG ZHING NA TSHÜL CHE OG TRANG
It provokes excessive saliva and mucus and a swelling of the mouth and of the root of tongue.

YI NÖL YI MI DE ZHING TSHIG PA ZA
Contamination of the mind generates unhappiness, irritation,

JE NGE NYI THIB JING ZHING TSHÄN MO YER
Forgetfulness, sleepiness, and drowsiness like nightfall in the mind.

GO NÖL GO KHOR MIG DRIB NA WA ÖN
Contamination of the head provokes dizziness, obscured sight, and deafness.

YÄN LAG NÖL WÄ ZHA DRUM DRI CHING NA
Contamination of the limbs causes paralysis, arthritis, and numbness.

PHO TSHÄN NÖL WÄ MI DRENG TSA KAR MANG
Contamination of the male organ provokes impotence and an excess of lymphatic veins.¹⁵

MO TSHÄN NÖL WÄ SI KYI KYE THRO CHHÄ
Contamination of the female organ causes sterility.

GYAB TEN NÖL WÄ ZHI YI LÄ MI DRUB
Contamination of the support impedes the accomplishment of basic activities.

DRA LHA NÖL WÄ DRA SI THÄ KAR DANG
Contamination of the warrior deity causes the enemy to attack directly.

JE LHA NÖL WÄ GO THOM DROG DANG DRÄL
Contamination of the traveling deity makes one confused and parted from friends.

DRÖN LHA NÖL WÄ DRÖN NAM DÖN MI DRUB
Contamination of the guest deity impedes the guests from accomplishing their aims.
Contamination of the family deity causes restlessness.

Contamination of the local deity provokes civil war and famine.

Contamination of the deity of the house causes clucking sounds.

Contamination of the deity of sound causes opposition and rejection.

Contamination of the wealth deity provokes loss and decline.

Contamination of the livestock deity causes balding and inauspicious omens.

Contamination of the field deity diminishes the field.

Contamination of the hearth deity makes [the food] deficient in nutrients, lacking, and bewitched.

Contamination of the deity of gain causes epidemic demons to enter the food.

Contamination of weapons causes armor to tear and sharp blades to go blunt.

Contamination of the stallion causes its spine, mane, head, and limbs to degenerate.

Contamination of the watchdog impedes it from barking and deteriorates its olfactory sense.
KHA JE NÖL NA MA RAB LÄ MO SHOM
Contamination of one’s good fortune causes ensnarement by immoral people.

WANG THANG NÖL NA JE NGE WANG PO ZHUM
Contamination of power causes forgetfulness and weakens the senses.

LUNG TÄI LHA NÖL SEM TOR DÖN MI DRUB
Contamination of the deity of success makes the mind scattered and prevents the accomplishment of one’s goal.

SOG GI LHA NÖL NYI THIB DRÄN PA NYAM
Contamination of the deity of the body causes sleepiness and loss of mindfulness.

LÜ KYI LHA NÖL SHA GÜL SHA RO DANG
Contamination of the naga of the body makes one’s flesh protrude and bulge.

THRAG LHA NÖL NA TRAG DANG ZI DANG NYAM
Contamination of the shoulder deity causes one’s sheen and luster to degenerate.

GYAB TEN LHA SUNG NÖL NA SEM MI DE
Contamination of the supporting guardian deity provokes unhappiness.

LÜ KYI SHA NÖL SHA CHHOR NYAM TOB CHHUNG
Contamination of the deity of the body causes deterioration of the muscles and weakening of one’s strength.

RÜ NÖL RÜ KÜN ZUG CHING SIN BU DANG
Contamination of the bones provokes pain and harm by parasites.

THRAG NÖL THIG LE PÄ MA NAG THRAG DZAG
Contamination of the blood provokes the loss of the essential drops and suppuration of blood and pus.

PAG NÖL CHHU BUR DÖL ZHING ZA THRUG JE
Contamination of the skin causes bursting blisters and itchiness.
Contamination of the ligament, sinews, and nerves causes arthritis, numbness, and swelling.

Contamination of the hair provokes hair loss and scarring.

Moreover, contamination due to incest or the murder of blood relations, filth, or stupidity;

Contamination due to mourning for one’s spouse or due to a childless couple;

Contamination due to an illegitimate child or dripping menstruation;

Contamination due to food, clothing, or smoke; contamination of the hearth and contamination due to resentment;

Contamination due to zombies; contamination due to those living who murder blood relations;

Contamination due to sinners, butchers, oath breakers, or murderers;

Contamination due to degenerated and unclean offerings made during a ransom ritual:

All these contaminations and all other contaminated pollutions can be cleansed by

Wood from trees arising from the five pure elements,
Supported by the earth and moisturized by water,
Nurtured by the warmth of fire and energized by the wind’s movement;
Trees that have grown their roots in the naga lands,

Their peaks reaching the god’s realms,
Their leaves and petals blossoming in the human world,
Their scent pervading all directions without exception;

Trees possessing color, smell, taste, potency, and energy.

Among all woods, the supreme ones are: white and red sandalwood,
Aloe wood, sershing, artemesia, yushing, juniper,
Small yellow rhododendron, birch wood, white blossoming tamarisk,
Neem, bamboo, nyatri and golden flower,
Male wood, female wood, child wood, and various woods;

The three sweet fruits, six excellent substances, and various medicines,
Bitter and astringent, endowed with scent, taste, and potency;
Nä drä dro dang so wa yung ma dang
Barley, rice, wheat, unhusked grain, mustard seed,

Dru na kar nag dru yi rig je dang
Many kinds of white and black grains, and so forth;

Dar zab rin chhen tsi chü chhe mar dang
Fine brocades, precious gems, dairy extracts, and roasted barley flour mixed with butter,

Ser kyem chhang dang shing tog khu wäi chü
Serkyem offerings\textsuperscript{22} such as beer and syrups extracted from fruit juice,

Kar sum phü dang ngar sum dang ma dang
The first pure portion of the three whites and three pure sweets,

Sha thrag la sog wang po nam ngäi sur
Meat, blood, and other burnt offerings of the five senses,

Jin gyi lab päi dam dzä kar mar dang
And the blessed white and red pledge substances;

Gu gül kar nag dri pö na tshog sog
Likewise, black and white frankincense and many kinds of fragrant incense:

Chhi nang sang sum nöl drib säl wäi dzä
These substances eliminate all outer, inner, and secret contaminated pollution.

Me seg chhü trü lung gi rab tor wäi
Burnt in fire, washed with water, and well blown by wind,

Nam kha zhin du tong par gyur päi ngang
They become empty like space.

Ram lä kye päi me la seg pa yi
From the letter RAṂ appears fire,

Dri chhóg dri sur nam pa na tshog kyi
Which blazes and burns the supreme fragrances and the various burnt offerings,
Ye she dri me ngang du sang gyur chig
Which are thereby cleansed in the sphere of exalted wisdom free of obscuration.

Kye!
Pray listen!
Ma rig wang gi nöl na rang jung ye she sang
If contamination occurs due to ignorance, we purify the self-originated wisdom through this incense offering.
Dug ngäi wang gi nöl na rig ngäi sang gyä sang
If contamination occurs due to the five poisons, we purify the five Buddha families through this incense offering.
Go sum mi ge nöl na ku sum lha nam sang
If contamination of the three doors occurs by nonvirtues, we purify the deities of the three kayas through this incense offering.
Dül thrim zhig pä nöl na lü kyi khan dro sang
If contamination occurs due to broken commitments, we purify the body dakinis through this incense offering.
Phü nyam lhag mäi nöl na chhö kyong sung ma sang
If contamination occurs due to offering the leftover instead of the first portion, we purify the guardian-protectors through this incense offering.
Tshog tor chhung wä nöl na ma dang khan dro sang
If contamination occurs due to miserly feast and ritual cake offerings, we purify the mother goddesses and the dakinis through this incense offering.
Dam tshig nyam pä nöl na dor je lob pön sang
If contamination occurs due to degenerated pledges,
we purify the vajra master through this incense offering.
Tse dung thrug pä nöl na chhe dang dräl sang
If contamination occurs due to confused affectionate love, we purify the [vajra] brothers and sisters through this incense offering.
Dam dzä nang drä nöl na tsang ri gön po sang
If contamination occurs due to mixing pledge substances, we
purify the Lord of Tsangri through this incense offering.

Ser na sag pä nöl na nor lha yang lha sang
If contamination occurs due to miserly accumulation, we
purify the deity of good fortune through this incense
offering.

Khön drib mi tsang nöl na ka sung dam chän sang
If contamination occurs due to enmity and impurity, we
purify the oath-bound guardians through this incense
offering.

Ting dzin thrug pä nöl na si päi ma mo sang
If contamination occurs due to distorted concentration,
we purify the mundane mother goddesses through this
incense offering.

Tse dung chhung wä nöl na nying jei drön nam sang
If contamination occurs due to distorted love, we
purify all the guests of compassion through this incense offering.

Zhe dang thrug pä nöl na zhi wäi lha nam sang
If contamination occurs due to the affliction of hatred, we
purify the peaceful deities through this incense offering.

Nga gyäl thrug pä nöl na gyä päi lha nam sang
If contamination occurs due to the affliction of pride, we
purify the increasing deities through this incense offering.

Dö chhag thrug pä nöl na wang gi lha nam sang
If contamination occurs due to the affliction of desirous
attachment, we purify the empowering deities through
this incense offering.

Thrag dog thrug pä nöl na drag pöi lha nam sang
If contamination occurs due to the affliction of jealousy, we
purify the wrathful deities through this incense offering.
If contamination occurs due to the affliction of ignorance, we purify the clarifying deities through this incense offering.

If contamination occurs due to the affliction of harm, we purify the local deities through this incense offering.

If contamination occurs due to the affliction of quarrels and resentment, we purify the household deities through this incense offering.

If contamination occurs due to the defilement of impaired commitments, we purify the exalted deities through this incense offering.

If contamination occurs due to impure smells, we purify the protector-refuge deities through this incense offering.

If contamination occurs due to barrenness and charnel ground spirits, we purify the deities of existence through this incense offering.

If contamination occurs due to oath-eaters and murder, we purify the deities of men and enemy deities through this incense offering.

If contamination occurs due to negative beings and butchers, we purify all the supreme deities through this incense offering.

If contamination occurs due to filth and murder of blood relations, we purify the purifying deities through this incense offering.
Shin pöi ro drib nöl na thrag lha nyän po Sang
  If contamination occurs due to the pollution of corpses, we
  purify the envy deities through this incense offering.
Sön pöi nang me nöl na go wäi lha nga Sang
  If contamination occurs due to the murder of blood relatives
  and zombies, we purify the five deities of the individual through this incense offering.

Thab kyi nöl na khang lha dra lha Sang
  If earth-owning contamination occurs, we purify the
  household deities and earth-owning deities through this incense offering.
Zhob kyi nöl na pha lha ma lha Sang
  If contamination occurs due to scorching, we purify the
  father’s deity and the mother’s deity through this incense offering.
Yug sä nöl na ma lha bu dzi Sang
  If contamination occurs due to widowhood, we purify the Nurse Goddess through this incense offering.
Lü chi nöl na lhän kye lha nam Sang
  If contamination of the body in general occurs, we purify the
  innate deities through this incense offering.
Ngag nöl sung nyän drag tong lha nam Sang
  If contamination of the speech occurs, we purify the
  melodious deities of sound-emptiness through this incense offering.
Yi nöl drän je säl tong lha nam Sang
  If contamination of the mind occurs, we purify the mindful
  deities of clarity-emptiness through this incense offering.
Yän lag nöl na je lha drön lha Sang
  If contamination of the limbs occurs, we purify the traveling
  and guest deities through this incense offering.
Kye!

Pray listen!

**Mug pa dang par je päi lha nam sang**
We offer this cleansing incense to the deities that illuminate lethargy!

**Thib pa sang par je päi lha nam sang**
We offer this cleansing incense to the deities that illuminate gloominess!

**Tsang tsog ye war je päi lha nam sang**
We offer this cleansing incense to the deities that separate purity from filth!

**Nöl wa sang par je päi lha nam sang**
We offer this cleansing incense to the deities that purify contaminations,

---

Khye par mi tsang bü me bang me yi
Especially birth pollution; deities, nagas, and spirits who reside on the surface of earth, underground, or in space;

**Teng og bar sum lha lu nyän la sog**
The inner deities, door, wealth, household, and landlord,

**Phug lha go nor khyim lha khyim dag dang**
The body, speech, and mind

**Lü ngag yi dang dra lha thrag lha dang**
As well as warrior deities and shoulder deities,

**Nor lha yang lha gö nor long chö la**
Wealth deities, fortune deities, and clothes, wealth, and possessions.

**Nöl drib mi tsang dri mä gö pa nam**
May all these which are defiled by contamination and impure pollution

**Tsi shing män chhog dri sur na tshog dang**
Be completely cleansed by the multitudes of plants and supreme medicinal herbs,
By the fragrance of the burnt offerings,
And by immeasurable [offerings of] outer, inner, and secret sensory enjoyments!

Particular Purification

Then he uttered this specific purifying smoke offering:

Kye!

Pray listen!

May the excellent fragrance and the smoke of these plants and medicinal herbs

Cleanse the contamination of gurus and yidams!

If wisdom deities become polluted by impurities,
May they be purified by the fragrance of the various medicines and sandalwood!

If worldly deities become polluted by impurities,
May they be purified by the fragrance of sal tree incense!

If mother, sister, and dakini become polluted by impurities,
May they be purified by the fragrance of ghandabhadra!

If Dharma protectors and guardians become polluted by impurities,
Sha thrag na tshog dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of various types of meat and blood!

Tsang ri gön po tso g gi nöl gyur na
If the Lord of Tsangri becomes polluted by impurities,

Kar sum ngar sum dri yi sang gyur chig
May he be cleansed by the fragrance of the three whites and three sweets!

Lha sin de gyä tso g gi nöl gyur na
If the eight classes of deities and demons become polluted by impurities,

Shing tsi män chhog dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of supreme medicinal sap!

Ka sung dam chän tso g gi nöl gyur na
If the oathbound guardians of the Doctrine become polluted by impurities,

Chhe mar o köl dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of flour mixed with butter and boiled milk!

Lha nam mi tsa ng tso g gi nöl gyur na
If all the deities become polluted by impurities and filth,

Pö kar yu shug dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of sal tree incense and turquoise juniper!

Lu nam mi tsa ng tso g gi nöl gyur na
If the nagas become polluted by impurities and filth,

Lu män na tshog dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of the various naga medicines!
Nyän nam mi tsang tso g'i nöl gyur na
If the deities of the land become polluted by impurities and filth,
Dar tshön tag zig dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of colorful brocades, tiger, and leopard!

Sa dag mi tsang tso g'i nöl gyur na
If the landlords become polluted by impurities and filth,
Nya dri ser go dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of nyatri and golden flowers!

Nä dag mi tsang tso g'i nöl gyur na
If the land-owning deities become polluted by impurities and filth,
Tag pa sur kar dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of birch wood and rhododendron!

Zhi dag mi tsang tso g'i nöl gyur na
If the local spirits become polluted by impurities and filth,
Khän pa ser go dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of golden artemesia!

Yül lha mi tsang tso g'i nöl gyur na
If the regional deities become polluted by impurities and filth,
Ba nyug kar sum dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of bamboo and the three whites!

Nor lha mi tsang tso g'i nöl gyur na
If the wealth deities become polluted by impurities and filth,
Chhe mar zä phü dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by fragrance of flour mixed with butter and the first portion of food!
If the fortune deities become polluted by impurities and filth, 
May they be purified by the fragrance of various precious gems!

If the home deities become polluted by impurities and filth, 
May they be purified by the fragrance of various brocades!

If the hearth deities become polluted by impurities and filth, 
May they be purified by the fragrance of the first portion of meat and first portion of beer!

If the field deities become polluted by impurities and filth, 
May they be purified by the fragrance of various flours!

If the deities of men become polluted by impurities and filth, 
May they be purified by the fragrance of various banners!

If the enemy deities become polluted by impurities and filth, 
May they be purified by the fragrance of roasted barley flour mixed with butter and heroes’ drinks!

If the traveling deities become polluted by impurities and filth,
Drä kar tsi chü dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of white rice and dairy!

Drön lha mi tsang tsog gi nöl gyur na
If the guest deities become polluted by impurities and filth,
Shā chhang ser kyem dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of meat, beer, and libations!

Kye lha mi tsang tsog gi nöl gyur na
If the deities of trade become polluted by impurities and filth,
Lha shing sur kar dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of divine tree and rhododendron!

Lū lha mi tsang tsog gi nöl gyur na
If the body deities become polluted by impurities and filth,
Gu gül kar nag dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of black and white frankincense!

Sung kyob lha nam tsog gi nöl gyur na
If the protector deities become polluted by impurities and filth,
Shing drä me tog dri yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of fruits and flowers!

Rig je lha nam tsog gi nöl gyur na
If the knowledge deities become polluted by impurities and filth,
Yu shug pa lūi dra yi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the fragrance of turquoise juniper and rhododendron!
If the supporting deities become polluted by impurities and filth,
May they be purified by the fragrance of various types of incense and wood!

If the body armor becomes polluted by filth,
May it be purified by the fragrance of divine water and various medicines!

If food, wealth, and possessions become polluted by filth,
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Then, while fumigating the representations of the holy body, holy speech, and holy mind with the smoke of the incense, say the following:

Pray listen!
Even if the gurus and the tutelary deities are polluted,
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if the heroes and dakinis are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Chhö kyong sung ma nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the Dharma protectors and guardians are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Pho nya lä khän nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the messengers and helpers are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Tsang ri lha nam nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the Lord of Tsangri is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha sin de gyä nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the eight classes of deities and demons are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Jig ten kyong wa nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the world guardians are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Teng gi lha nam nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the deities above are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Bar gyi nyän nam nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the powerful deities [residing] in between are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Og gi lu nam nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the nagas [residing] below are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Zhi dag nä dag nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the landlords and regional deities are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Chhe dang cham dräl nöl wa yö na yang
Even if siblings and partners are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Jig ten lha sung nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the mundane deities and protectors are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Sa zhii nä sa nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the ground of one’s abode is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Gyü kyi lha sung nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the protector deities of tantra are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Go wäi lha nga nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the five deities of the individual are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Ma lha bu dzi nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the Nurse Goddess is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May she be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Ta lha phän po nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the horse deity Phenpo is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Nor lha chhug po nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the wealth deities called Chugpo are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lug lha men po nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the sheep deity Menpo is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Ra lha tSher mo nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the goat deity Tsermo is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Zhing lha tShang pa nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the deity Brahma is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Phug lha ge thung nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the inner deity Gethung is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Go lha tag yag nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the door deity Tagyak is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Thab lha yöl mo nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the hearth deity Yolmo is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Pho lha dra lha nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the deites of men and warrior deities are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Nor lha yang lha nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the wealth and fortune deities are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Chhug lha dzö lha nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the cattle deities and treasury deities are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Zä lha drog lha nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the friendly deities are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Je lha drön lha nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the traveling deities and guest deities are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Then while fumigating the supporting substances of the protectors with the smoke of the incense, say the following:

Kye!
   Pray listen!
Näl jor pön lob mi nor khor chä kyi
   Even if the deities and protectors of all of us—
Lha dang sung ma nöl wa yö na yang
Yogis, teachers, and our retinue—are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha khang dri me nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the stainless temples become polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha gö ber thrab nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the divine garments, robes, and armor are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha gyän lhab lhub nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the divine manifold ornaments are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha tshön no ngar nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the divine powerful sharp weapons are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha zä ro gya nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the divine food of a hundred flavors is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!
Lha tung ser kyem nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the divine drinks of libations are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha ta tsän po nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the divine mighty horse Tsenpo is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha yag zhöl mo nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the divine yak Zholpo is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha lug dön po nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the divine grey sheep Dromo is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May he be cleansed by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Sung mäi dam dzä nöl wa yö na yang
Even if the pledge substances of the protectors are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!
Sung mäi chän zig nöl wa yö na yang

Even if the pleasing offerings to the protectors are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Chhö dzä drub dzä nöl wa yö na yang

Even if the offering substances and ritual objects are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Ten dzä na tshog nöl wa yö na yang

Even if the various support substances\(^{34}\) are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Lha sung thug dang gäl wa yö na yang

Even if there are oppositions to the holy minds of deities and protectors,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Then, while fumigating the benefactors, other people, and possessions with the smoke of the incense, say the following:

Kye!
Pray listen!

Dag chag pön lob mi nor khor chä kyi
Even if the temporal power of all of us—
Si kyi wang thang nöl wa yö na yang
people, teachers, students, and our possessions—is polluted,
May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if the auspicious tongue of the scholar is polluted,
May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if the auspicious mind of the lord is polluted,
May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if there are pollutions of the youth’s auspicious courage,
May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if the dexterous one’s auspicious thumb is polluted,
May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if the auspicious accumulation of abundance is polluted,
May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!
Ta phöi gyog yang nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the auspicious swiftness of stallions is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Chhug kyi phel yang nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the auspicious flourishing of cattle is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Zä kyi chü yang nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the auspicious nutritious capacity of food is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Tsän pö tob yang nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the auspicious power of the king is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Chhug pöi nor yang nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the auspicious possessions of the wealthy are polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Phän pö dar yang nöl wa yö na yang
   Even if the auspicious flourishing of the affluent is polluted,
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
   May it be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!
Even if the king, the wealthy, and the affluent are polluted,
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Moreover, even if the clothes and robes of all of us,
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if the armor and weapons that are worn are polluted,
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if the food and drink are polluted,
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if the residence and abode are polluted,
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Even if the carpets we sit on are polluted,
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!
**Mi nor rig gyü nöl wa yö na yang**  
Even if the people, fortune, and lineage are polluted,  
**Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig**  
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

**Drän dang go khyi nöl wa yö na yang**  
Even if the servants and watchdogs are polluted,  
**Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig**  
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

**Zä nor long chö nöl wa yö na yang**  
Even if food, wealth, and possessions are polluted,  
**Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig**  
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

**Tob dang nga thang nöl wa yö na yang**  
Even if power and influence are polluted,  
**Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig**  
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

**Trag dang zi dang nöl wa yö na yang**  
Even if sheen and luster are polluted,  
**Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig**  
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

**Tshe dang sö nam nöl wa yö na yang**  
Even if lifespan and merit are polluted,  
**Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig**  
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!
Even if strength and good fortune are polluted,
May they be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

If there are specific sick people [as recipients of the ritual], recite the following section. [If there are no sick people for whom the ritual is dedicated, recite from page 44 after the instructions.]

Pray listen!
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
Purify the five poisonous delusions oppressing me,
The generous benefactors, and their retinues!

Purify the attachment from which arises wind disease
In me and the generous benefactors!

Purify hatred from which arises bile disease
In me and the generous benefactors!
DAG DANG GYU JOR YÖN GYI DAG PO YI
Purify ignorance from which arises phlegm\textsuperscript{37} disease
TI MUG LÄ JUNG BÄ KÄN SANG GYUR CHIG
In me and the generous benefactors!

SHING CHHOG DRI ZANG MÄN GYI DÜ PA DI
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
DAG DANG GYU JOR YÖN GYI DAG PO YI
Purify all the diseases of the fourfold gathering\textsuperscript{38}
DU WA NAM ZHIÍ NÄ NAM SANG GYUR CHIG
In me and the generous benefactors!

SHING CHHOG DRI ZANG MÄN GYI DÜ PA DI
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
DAG DANG GYU JOR YÖN GYI DAG PO YI
Purify the heart-wind diseases, [related to] gyalpo spirits
NYING LUNG GYÄL PÖI NÄ NAM SANG GYUR CHIG
In me and the generous benefactors!

SHING CHHOG DRI ZANG MÄN GYI DÜ PA DI
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
DAG DANG GYU JOR YÖN GYI DAG PO YI
Purify the torments of the lungs related to nagas and [violent] tsen spirits
LO ZER LU TSÄN NÄ NAM SANG GYUR CHIG
In me and the generous benefactors!

SHING CHHOG DRI ZANG MÄN GYI DÜ PA DI
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
DAG DANG GYU JOR YÖN GYI DAG PO YI
Purify all the liver diseases [related to] landlord spirits
CHHIN GYU SA DAG NÄ NAM SANG GYUR CHIG
In me and the generous benefactors!

SHING CHHOG DRI ZANG MÄN GYI DÜ PA DI
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
Dag dang gyu jor yön gyi dag po yi
Purify the disease of spleen and lungs [related to] drowo\textsuperscript{39} spirits
Tsher lo dri wöi nä nam sang gyur chig
In me and the generous benefactors!

Shing chhog dri zang män gyi dü pa di
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
Jag dang gyu jor yön gyi dag po yi
Purify kidney diseases [related to] nagas and nyen spirits
Khäl drum lu sen nä nam sang gyur chig
In me and the generous benefactors!

Shing chhog dri zang män gyi dü pa di
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
Pho chong yi gong nä nam sang gyur chig
In me and the generous benefactors!

Shing chhog dri zang män gyi dü pa di
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
Go dang yên lag nä nam sang gyur chig
In me and the generous benefactors!

Shing chhog dri zang män gyi dü pa di
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
Sha dang pag päi nä nam sang gyur chig
In me and the generous benefactors!

Shing chhog dri zang män gyi dü pa di
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
Purify the diseases of blood and lymph

In me and the generous benefactors!

Purify the diseases of the bones and caused by parasites

In me and the generous benefactors!

May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood

Purify the diseases of the channels, ligaments, and nerves

In me and the generous benefactors!

May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood

Purify the degeneration of complexion and senses

In me and the generous benefactors!

May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood

Purify the degeneration of breath and consciousness

In me and the generous benefactors!
DAG DANG GYU JOR YÖN GYI DAG PO YI
purify the degeneration of glory and mighty power
PÄL DANG THU TOB NYAM PA SANG GYUR CHIG
In me and the generous benefactors!

SHING CHHOG DRI ZANG MÄN GYI DÜ PA DI
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
DAG DANG GYU JOR YÖN GYI DAG PO YI
Purify the degeneration of lifespan and merits
TSHE DANG SÖ NAM NYAM PA SANG GYUR CHIG
In me and the generous benefactors!

SHING CHHOG DRI ZANG MÄN GYI DÜ PA DI
May this medicinal fragrance of supreme wood
KHA JE WANG THANG NYAM PA SANG GYUR CHIG
Purify the degeneration of good fortune and strength
In me and the generous benefactors!

If there are no specific sick people [for whom the ritual is dedicated], skip the above section and and recite the following:

ZHÄN YANG DAG CHAG PÖN LOB KHÖR CHÄ LA
Furthermore, may we teachers and assembly of disciples
ME NÖL TSOG GI NÖL DANG DRIB KYI NÖL
Contaminated by impurities due to murder of blood relatives and pollution
SHING CHHOG DRI ZANG MÄN GYI SANG GYUR CHIG
Be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

THAB DANG ZHOB KYI NÖL DANG YUG SÄ NÖL
[May those] contaminated by pollutions of the hearth or by scorching
SHING CHHOG DRI ZANG MÄN GYI SANG GYUR CHIG
Be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!
Ji jä rab chhä da tshän näl bū nöl
[May those] contaminated by adultery, sterility, menstruation, or an illegitimate child
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
Be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Dze chän chong po dam nyam dib kyi nöl
[May those] contaminated by leprosy, impaired health, or the pollution of degenerated pledges
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
Be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Dri chän dri ngän chän dang mug dri nöl
[May those] contaminated by fragrance, stench, and dull smell
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
Be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Shi wäi dur si sön pöi nang me nöl
[May those] contaminated by the undead and the living who murder their blood relations
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
Be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Dig chän shän pa na zän dri wō nöl
[May those] contaminated by negative beings, butchers, oath-eaters and murderers
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
Be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!

Phü nyam mi tsang yä dang lü kyi nöl
[May those] contaminated by unclean offerings made during a ransom ritual
Shing chhog dri zang män gyi sang gyur chig
Be purified by the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood!
Moreover, through the medicinal fragrance of supreme wood,
May all the impurities and contaminations without exception
Be purified and become like a cloudless sky!
May all be luminous like the sun, the moon, and the stars!
May all increase like the waxing moon!
May all blossom like a thousand-petalled flower!
May all ripen like the six kinds of grain in autumn!
May the government be stable like Mt. Meru!
May all needs and hopes be fulfilled like [wish-granting] jewels!
May the Dharma lineage shine forth like the sun and the moon!
May retinues and disciples multiply like galaxies!
May cattle increase like vegetation!
May fame and reputation pervade like thunder!
May we possess long life, good health, be free of sickness, and have happiness!
May we live a hundred years and see a hundred autumns!
May all be auspicious, happy, and prosperous!

Having said thus, [Guru Padmasambhava said,] “O King, ministers, and retinues do not doubt; if you practice like this, it will be meaningful.”

Then the King, the ministers, and their retinues were filled with joy and happiness. They rejoiced, offered a gold mandala, prostrated, and circumambulated. Then they said: “Pray listen, O Great Master, how should this [ritual] be practiced regularly? And what is its purpose?”

The Great Master spoke thus: “Pray listen, O Great King. In general, having obtained this human life with freedoms and endowments, one has to make it meaningful. For this purpose, in order to cultivate the cause of enlightenment, one needs to make requests to the mundane and supramundane deities and protectors so that they eliminate the inconducive circumstances and obstacles to the accomplishment of enlightenment and provide the conducive conditions to the achievement of supreme and common realizations. Therefore, it is necessary to rely on deities and protectors.

This cleansing incense ritual brings about the purification of the contaminated obscurations of the five poisonous delusions and allows us to be surrounded by deities and protectors and not be parted from them. Engaging continuously in such a ritual of incense offering is endowed with great meaning. For the contaminations and impurities to be quickly cleansed, the [ritual of] offering purifying incense to deities is done in the morning. Likewise, if this [incense ritual] cleansing contaminations is performed
together with the [ritual of] ‘washing away contaminations’ in the evening, all impurities will be cleansed, the deities and protectors will surround us and food, wealth, and possessions will become resplendent, the elements in the body will become well balanced, one will gain glow and luster, one’s [physical] elements and faculties will become clearer, everyone will find one attractive, and gods and demons will be obedient. In this way, without being stained by any obscurcation of unconducive circumstances or hindrances, one shall be adorned with many qualities.”

Then the King spoke: “Very well! O Great Master, how is this activity of ‘washing away contaminations’ to be [performed]?”

The Great Master answered: “In general, the activity of ‘washing away contaminations’ is found in the traditions of sutra and tantra. There are many kinds of substances, and for this ritual, all the various fragrant medicinal substances mentioned above are mixed with clean water in a precious vase and gathered together and sprinkled onto the land to purify it. Or in order to [engage in the activity of] cleansing the representations, offer a bath to the representations of the holy body, speech, and mind. For sick people or animals and so forth, one can hold the divine pride of being Vajra Vidarana or wrathful Krodha Bhurkumkuta or Amrita Kundali and so forth to purify them of the pollutions. And if wealth, possessions, and so forth are contaminated, it is permitted to purify them by sprinkling the water onto them.”

Then the Great King joyfully and respectfully joined the palms of his hands and offered prostrations and circumambulations many times, after which he left for the palace. Shortly, the King recovered from his illness. Then many auspicious and virtuous signs appeared in Tibet.

Here ends the incense ritual called *The Divine Blue Water Clearing Away Contamination* composed by the Great Master Padmakara.


Colophons

Original Colophon:
This [ritual for] cleansing contaminations and the [ritual called] The Gift of Cleansing Triggering all Happiness were not hidden as treasure; instead, they were written on the outer wall of Pehar Kordzö Ling in Samye [Monastery]. Hence they are known as “The Murals of Samye.” From that version, many texts [were published] and widely spread in central Tibet. Especially, the Master Vairotsana took the text to Gyalmo Tsawarong on the way to Domey and gave it to Dhiri Chokyi Drakpa. Therefore, ever since, the text continually spread widely until today in the Domey region. Many town yogis, both learned and ignorant, transmitted this text through recitation and through hand written versions. That is why the content and number of words of the text vary. May the virtue of this unmistaken version of this ritual [edited by] Jikdral Yeshe Dorje, based on some correct versions and thorough investigation, spread! Sarvamangalam!

Publisher’s Colophon:
This text, a translation of slob dpon chen po pad+ma 'byung gnas kyis mdzad pa’i mnol bsang lha chab sngon mo, was extracted from the booklet bla ma dang spyan ras gzigs dbyer med kyi rnal 'byor dngos grub kun 'byung dang slob dpon pad+ma 'byung gnas kyis mdzad pa’i mnol bsang lha chab sngon mo sogs nyer mkho’i zhal 'don (Dharamsala: Lobsang Dhonden).

The translation has been made available at the request of Lama Zopa Rinpoche for students who need to do the practice. Translation by Ven. Thubten Pemba and Claire Yeshe Barde, May 2012. Edited by Joona Repo for FPMT Education Services, 2013, based on a comparison with the original Tibetan text as well as Sophie Pickens’ Divine Blue Water: The Contamination Purifying Smoke Offering Performed by The Great Master Padmasambhava (Unpublished Master’s thesis. Rangjung Yeshe Institute, Kathmandu University, 2012). Several medical and herbal terms were also checked with the help of two experts of Tibetan medicine.

Notes

1 Sanskrit in the original text. “Homage to Padmasambhava.”
2 Padmasambhava
3 Tib. *rgyal po*, or “king” spirits, are mischievous beings who can cause illness, although some have been tamed by Buddhist masters.
4 Guru Padmasambhava.
5 Skt. *tathagata*.
6 Skt. *dharmadhatu*.
8 Tib. *tshogs*.
9 Tib. *ma mo*. Tibetan “spirit?”
10 Tib. *srid pa'i ma mo*.
11 The white food and red food.
12 Tib. *byes lha*.
13 Tib. *phug lha*.
14 Tib. *phrag lha*.
15 Tib. *rtsa dkar*. Also referred to as white nadis.
16 Tib. *'gong bo*. Demons who bring disease to man and cattle.
17 Skt. *bindu*.
18 Seems to refer to the interruption of one’s family’s lineage.
19 Tib. sershing (*gser shing*) and yushing (*g.yu shing*) refer to two indigenous Tibetan medicinal plants.
20 Tib. nyatri (*nya sbrid*) refers to a type of Tibetan mountain shrub. Two variant spellings for this plant appear in the Tibetan text: *nya sdid* and *nya sprid*, although the correct spelling, as found in another edition of the text, is *nya sbrid*.
21 Golden flower (*gser mgo*) refers to the golden medicinal flower *herpetospermum pedunculosum*.
22 Tib. *gser skyems*.
23 Skt. *samaya*.
Those beings invited out of compassion, for example in Chöd practice.

Tutelary deities.

Tib. *srid kyi lha*.

Also called the five patron deities: 1) deity of feminity (*mo lha*); 2) deity of virility (*pho lha*); 3) deity of vital energy (*srog lha*); 4) local deity (*yul lha*); 5) warrior deity (*dgra lha*).

Tib. *sbra lha*.

Kind of medicinal herb that heals many illnesses.

Tib. *lha srin sde brgyad*. These beings refer to a group of eight types of spirits: the yama, or “lord of death” class of spirits (*gzhin rje*); mamo demonesses (*ma mo*); demons (*bdud*); the *tsän* class of violent spirits (*btsan*); the *gyälpo* (*rgyal po*) class of violent spirits; nagas (*klu*); yakshas (*gnod sbyin*) and the rahu class of malevolent spirits (*gza*'). On a subtle level, they are regarded as the impure manifestations of the eight types of consciousness.

Tib. *dpa’ skyems*. Literally “heroic libation,” maybe libations offered to heroes, i.e. dakas.

Tib. *rig byed lha*.

Messengers and servants of the Dharma protectors.

This refers to ritual objects and representations of enlightened body, speech, and mind.

Tib. *rlung*. This refers to one of the three humors of the body. See note 38.

Tib. *mkhris pa*. This refers to one of the three humors of the body. See note 38.

Tib. *bad kan*. This refers to one of the three humors of the body. See note 38.

Tib. *du ba rnam bzhi*. This refers to wind disease which arises from respiration, bile disease, which arises from heat, phlegm disease, which arises from blood and combination disease (*'dus pa'i nad*), which arises from the flesh.

Tib. *gro bo*.

Pehar Monastic Treasury of Samye.

A district between eastern Tibet and China.

Amdo region.